
DOG MOM’S GUIDE TO
Stop Hyper BarkingStop Hyper Barking

PEACE AND QUIET
AND GET
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HOW TO REHAB UNWANTED BARKING

Pretty much every dog mom I’ve ever spoken to has a story of their best friend’s
unwanted barking. I’ve certainly got a few stories of my own!
 
This is a really tricky topic because we can’t expect our dogs to sit in silence. Dogs
barking is just like humans talking – it’s natural and it’s the way we communicate.
 
But, just like some human chatter can get on our nerves, so can inappropriate or
over-the-top barking.

So, what are the steps to getting on top of unwanted barking? 
 
What’s the cause of it? And is it possible to stop it after the habit has already
formed?
 
I’m going to answer all of those questions in this guide!



“Dogs bark – that’s what they do – and we love that about them, it’s
their way of expressing. Now that doesn’t mean that we have to love

their crazy, over-the-top aroused and inappropriate barking.”

But not all barks are created equal and there are some situations where you really
do not want your dog to be joining the conversation!
 
I think there are four distinct categories that explain why our dogs bark in situations
we’d rather they didn’t:
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I mentioned it in my introduction, but it’s important to reiterate:
 
Dogs bark as a way of communicating.

Understand why your dog barks

We’re never going to have
silent dogs, and we shouldn’t
want them either! I love
hearing my dogs talk to me
and each other and we’re
lucky that our best friends
are so communicative and
expressive.

They are hypersensitive

They are prey driven

They are herding driven      

They are a self-employed sentinel

Let’s take a closer look at each of those categories…
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All dogs have some degree of prey drive. I mean, they’re dogs – that’s what they
do! Prey driven dogs are especially sensitive to movement, as it triggers an innate
desire and calling to pursue their prey.
 
Their primary motive is to hunt, to control, catch, and stop.

This is usually a nervous-type
dog who is not filtering out
noises or other activity in
their life that a normal,
balanced dog with
established habits might
usually just ignore.
 
These dogs can be
hypersensitive to different
triggers – it could be noise,
movement, or certain actions
or activities.

A dog with a herding drive is pretty
similar to a prey driven dog. After
all, herding is just an adapted,
modified prey drive that has been
trained over generations to
eliminate the catch and kill part.

Hypersensitive

Prey driven

Herding driven
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Our dogs have our best
interests at heart, but
sometimes they can take it a
step too far! What I like to
call the self-employed
sentinel (because we certainly
aren’t asking them to do it!) is
a dog who will be on high
alert to every single animal,
person, bike, bird, and gust of
wind.

Herding dogs can and will still kill animals, of course, and be driven by their prey
drive. Just as herding dogs can also be hypersensitive. If you’re thinking that your
dog fits into several of these categories, it’s probably because they do!

Dogs (and humans) form habits quicker than you might think! I think that after
one to three times of performing an action, a dog is already forming a habit. This
is why it is crucial that we set a good example and encourage desirable habits
early on in our partnerships.

Self-employed sentinel

Their protective nature is one of the 
loveliest things about dogs, but if your dog thinks everything is dangerous and a
threat, it stops being quite so enjoyable.
 
So, what are the ways we can address inappropriate barking from dogs in any and
all of these categories?

Stop barking from starting in the first place
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Be a good role model – communicate the way you behave in different
situations to your dog. In a partnership lifestyle we have a much stronger
influence on our dogs in some really simple but profound ways. Our dogs
look to us for more and more information for how to behave

Don’t worry, though, if you’ve been dealing with unwanted barking for years,
there are plenty of ways we can address that too!
 
Some of the things you need to practice if you want to prevent unwanted barking
from becoming a habit include:

Mirroring – social animals have mirror neurons, which means we’re
literally designed to mirror one another. Use this in a mindful way to your
advantage – don’t fuss and give extra attention to a potential trigger, so
you can communicate calmly to your dog that that noise/movement/

     object is not something your family care about

Hear your own voice – to your dog, you yelling at them when they start
barking is encouragement and participation. Our voice has a huge
influence on our dogs, so speaking in a calm, quiet manner will be
reflected back positively



“Avoid raising your voice because, from our dog’s perspective, that is
barking. If we yell at them because they’re barking, it could very well

be interpreted as agreement and encouragement.”
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If your dog has an established habit of unwanted, over-the-top barking, we can
manage that too! And it’s all through my eight step Bark Busting Protocol.
 
Let’s get into it…

4 REASONS WHY
YOUR DOG WON’T STOP BARKING

All dogs bark. It doesn’t matter if you have a tiny Yorkshire Terrier or a giant St.
Bernard, every dog will bark. However, some dogs bark more than others.
Excessive barking can sometimes drive you mad, especially when you don’t know
why your dog is barking so much!
 
There are four key triggers of unwanted barking. Your dog may fit into one of
these categories or you might find that they’ve dipped their paws into more than
one (and that’s okay too!).
 
Each trigger requires a different approach. 
 
So, let’s get into it and learn more about the root causes of unwanted barking…
and what you can do to stop it (hallelujah!).

Behavior is communication

Before we get into the four triggers of unwanted barking, we must understand
how our dogs use their voice to communicate with us.
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Behavior is communication. I’ve said this so many times before because I want it to
really sink in. When our dog is barking constantly, it’s easy to get so frustrated that
we forget that our dog is using their voice to communicate with us.
 
Before unwanted behavior (such as over the top barking) becomes a habit, it starts
with a whisper. Maybe when your dog was a puppy, he barked softly whenever a
stranger walked past. You didn’t think anything of it and 
gradually, over time, those cute puppy barks 
transformed into big dog barks – and they 
didn’t stop!

Here at Dancing Hearts, we take a different, holistic approach to training. Anyone
can train their dog. But very few are willing to take the time and open their heart to
truly understand their dog.
 
I want to help dog moms create a safe, calm, and happy lifestyle with their sensitive,
anxious, hyper, or reactive dogs. To do this, you and your dog must learn to
understand one another. This means you must realize that you have an incredible
influence on your dog’s behavior.

We need to learn to listen to our
dog’s whispers before they
escalate. (I talk about this in-depth 
on episode 89 of the Enlightened 
By Dogs podcast, so if you want to
learn more about that,  you can listen
to that episode).

Why traditional dog training isn’t always the answer

“When we have a partnership based lifestyle, we can influence our
dogs when they are barking unnecessarily”

https://www.enlightenedbydogs.com/ebd-089-behavior-is-communication/
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You might not realize it, but your dog is constantly basing their own behavior on
yours. If you’re anxious and stressed, your dog probably feels the same way. When
you’re happy and excited, your dog is more likely to be bouncing around, wagging
their tail, and giving you that big smile you love to see.
 
This deep level of understanding goes far beyond traditional dog training. Most dog
training methods do not address the core needs of your dog or you as a human dog
mom. They usually center around treats and reward-based transactional training. If
you want to develop a real connection with your dog, you’ve got to dive deeper.

“All relationships are based on trust. Trust does not come
from transactions.”

Trust does not come from transactions. You didn’t welcome your dog into your life
so that you could have a transactional relationship with them, right? You wanted a
dog because you wanted a friend, a life partner who would be by your side through
thick and thin.



The good news is that you CAN get there. You can have that trusting and loving
partnership with your dog, but you won’t get there through transactions.
Developing a deep relationship with our dogs is about so much more than that.

If your dog tends to bark hysterically
at times, it’s a sign that there’s
something else going on 
beneath the surface. Usually,
unwanted barking stems from 
an unresolved need between 
you and your dog. There may 
be something missing from your
relationship that you both 
need to work on.
 
With all that being said, let’s 
explore the four triggers of
unwanted barking…
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What are the four barking triggers?

1. Noisy things

Noisy things, like blenders for example, can set a dog off in an instant. When some
dogs hear a loud noise or a repetitively loud noise, it can provoke them to bark.
 
Thankfully, noisy things are the easiest of the four triggers to solve. If you know
your dog will start barking at the blender, switch the blender off. Or, make sure that
your dog isn’t around when you’re making your morning smoothie.
 
You can prepare for noisy triggers quite easily, especially if you can also predict
what those noisy triggers will be.



3. Noisy and moving creatures

Oh, this is the worst, right? You’re out walking your dog, and everything is going
great. Then, out of nowhere, a rabbit hops out and your dog loses their mind. Or, a
barking dog comes running towards you and your dog reacts the only way that feels
natural – by barking back at the intruder.
 
Preparing for noisy and moving creatures is very difficult because they are totally
unpredictable. To deal with this issue, you must tackle the easiest thing first – the
noise trigger. Work on being present and prepared when the noisy things happen
and then move onto moving things.
 
Start small and gradually put yourself in a position where you and your dog have a
decent foundation with things like barking dogs or purring cats. Then, with that
trust and experience behind you, you’ll both be more ready to tackle other noisy
and moving creatures that neither of you saw coming.
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2. Moving things

Does your dog bark at moving cars, the lawnmower, or the sprinkler? If your dog
barks at moving things, this can be slightly harder to rectify because it’s difficult to
break old habits. Plus, moving things aren’t as predictable as noisy things. You
aren’t always in control of the moving trigger, which makes it more difficult to
predict and prepare for.
 
The best way to deal with this trigger is to be present and prepared. Remember that
your reactions to certain things (such as moving triggers) can influence your dog’s
behavior. So, you need to take responsibility and be prepared to capture those
moments with your dog. Being present and prepared is key to breaking this habit.

4. You need an assistant

Sometimes, we need help with our dogs. If your dog is reactive in the car, you need
someone to help you out because you can’t do it on your own. You can’t drive the 
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car and at the same time, make sure your dog feels safe, calm, and happy in the
back seat.
 
When things are really difficult to work through alone, that’s when you know you
need an assistant. Someone who will help you and your dog in times of stress or
anxiety. Your assistant can be a friend or family member, someone who is happy to
give you a helping hand when you need it!
 
Ok, so now let me outline the steps of my Bark Busting Protocol so that you can
begin the process of stopping your dog’s hyper barking and start to get some peace
and quiet.

“In one to three times of doing something, we already have the
start of a new habit forming.”
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Keep your dog away from things that trigger them! Put them inside if a
trigger is outside, put them outside if the trigger is inside, put a baby gate up,

do what you can to put some distance between your dog and their trigger.

Prevent through management1

Be present and prepared 100% of the time2
Be aware of where you and your dog are and what you are doing. Is a trigger

likely to occur? Does the mailman come by at a certain time every day? Is
there a tree in the park where lots of squirrels are? Knowing where and when

to expect your dogs unwanted barking is key to changing this habit.

Stop Unwanted Barking with the 8 Step

Bark Busting Protocol



If you can influence your dog’s choice to bark before they start, you’re going
to make a lot of progress very quickly. Remember we talked about your

influence and role modeling earlier? If you can interrupt their reaction to a
trigger at the right time with a quiet, calming conversation or action, you’ll

see great results.
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Interrupt and influence3

Capture one quiet moment at a time4
OK, so now that you’re present and prepared, it’s time to create a new habit
to replace that unwanted barking habit. This works best with a noisy thing

like a coffee grinder or blender. 
 

The key is to find the moment BEFORE the barking starts, and then to love
your dog for every moment thereafter. It’s your focus on capturing one quiet

moment - one after another - that will make all the difference!
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The idea is to start connecting with and loving on your dog BEFORE your dog
starts barking at the noisy thing. Lots of heartfelt love and kind words in that
quiet moment before the bark … then just keep loving and reinforcing your

dog’s quiet, one moment at a time, until the you are finished with the
noisy thing.

Reinforce the quiet moment5

Repeat your reinforcement until the trigger event is over6
Keep that love and attention going until the trigger event ends. If your trigger

event takes a bit of time, you might want to make sure you’ve got enough
treats and snuggling stamina prepared to go the distance!

Celebrate7
Yay! You did it. The trigger occurred, your dog didn’t bark, and you’re going

to take the time to celebrate it!

Keep repeating these steps until the new desirable habit replaces the
unwanted one. You’ll be surprised at how quickly your dog will accomplish

this.

Rinse and repeat8
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Let's face it, your dog's barking is only one part of the problem … 
 
Having a sensitive, anxious, hyper or reactive dog is tough.
 
When your dog is trying to tell you something that you don’t understand, it’s
frustrating - for both of you. 
 
Since dogs can’t talk it out, they ACT it out.
 
When your dog feels uncomfortable, vulnerable and unheard … their behavior
escalates from a whisper to a scream. In other words, a lot of noisy unwanted and
hyper barking.
 
Imagine what it’ll be like when you and your dog can finally understand one
another.
 
With the Dancing Hearts partnership lifestyle method, you and your dog CAN feel
calm and happy... and it means you and your dog will listen to each other and trust
each other.

Start Living the                                    With Your Dog…Good Life



Get your dog to calm down and
listen better.

Get your dog LOVE to come
running to you anytime you call
their name.

Reduce over-arousal, stress,
anxiety...for both you and your
dog.

Stop your dog's over-the-top
barking at anything exciting or
over-arousing.

And much more!
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Want a closer look at my Bark Busting Protocol?

If you’d love to get on top of your dog’s
unwanted barking, you can get a more
detailed training of my Bark Busting
Protocol in my Partnership Starter Kit
2.0!
 
This starter kit is designed to help you to:

Ready to kickstart your partnership
lifestyle and start living the GOOD
life with your dog?
 
Grab the Partnership Starter Kit 2.0
today!

And yes, this is proven to work in real life, even if your dog is reactive,
distracted, hyper, anxious … and even if you’ve tried everything!
 
That's what the Partnership Starter Kit 2.0 is for: 
 
To take your relationship [and your life] with your dog to a whole new level.

https://www.brilliantpartnersacademy.com/psk2-v2-may20

